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For our customers

Now is the time to
embrace mobility
Find out how we can support flexible working
through unified communications

Extend your smartphone’s battery life
Keep stress levels at bay, read our top tips for making your smartphone battery last longer.

need help with your green credentials?
We can show you how modern communications solutions can help.

we love business
email theoutsideline@ninetelecom.co.uk for more information
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Now is the time
to embrace mobility
Flexible working recently came into force in the UK, indicating an increasing need for businesses to cater for the
growing demand from employees for more flexible working arrangements.
Nine Telecom’s range of solutions mean that flexible working is an option for businesses of all sizes. Our unified
communications solutions are already being used by businesses across the UK to enable communication and
collaboration from anywhere. They are delivering many benefits, including increased staff loyalty, productivity and
motivation, alongside the streamlining of costs and IT management.
Find out more about flexible working and how the latest applications are driving mobility in the workforce by
contacting your Account Manager, or email hello@ninetelecom.co.uk and we’ll get back to you.

Meet Your
Account Managers
Andy Robinson
Customer Account Manager

We spent time with one of our Customer Account Managers, Andy Robinson,
to find out what makes him tick.
Tell us a bit about what your role involves.

Quickfire questions:

My role is that of a field based adviser to our Dream travel destination;
clients, ensuring that we are able to match Mauritius, windsurfing on reef break at
our customers’ requirements with services Manawa
that will benefit their businesses.
My job involves investigating the customer’s
current use and requirements, discovering
their plans for the future and the challenges
they face. I then make them aware and
arrange provision of products, facilities
and services that Nine has to offer to assist
them in achieving their goals.
What makes you tick?

Favourite past time or sport;
Windsurfing, fell running, mountain biking
(anything outdoors)
Favourite food;
Fillet steak on a bed of haggis
Favourite drink;
Water and whisky (but not in the same
glass)
Describe yourself in one word;

Making the best of all situations, both on a
Paradox
professional and personal level, knowing
that I’ve done everything possible to
contribute in a positive way; “If you’re gonna
be a bear, be a grizzly” (Mahatma Gandhi).

we love business
email theoutsideline@ninetelecom.co.uk for more information
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Extending your smartphone´s
battery life ...
According to research carried out by smartphone accessories maker mophie,
92% of British people would feel stressed if the battery in their smartphone
ran out, highlighting the increasing dependence we place on technology.
So to keep stress levels at bay, here are my top tips for making your smartphone battery
last longer. Some you will know, but some you may not (unless you are a real mobigeek).
1. Dim your screen brightness, or at least use 6. Reboot your device from time to time. If
the auto brightness setting. A bit like a bulb, the
brighter the light, the more power it uses, and
it’s the same for your mobile phone screen. Use
a dark theme or wallpaper, and stay clear of any
animated or dynamic themes.

2. Turn off some of the radios that you don’t use.

you’ve ever suffered from ‘sudden battery drain
syndrome’, then you’ll know how frustrating it is
to be left high and dry. The culprit tends to be
one of the many apps that use online services to
stay up to date. Some apps get ‘stuck’ trying to
do their job, which can result in big power drains.
There are various battery monitoring apps that
show which apps are eating into your battery
life, allowing you to close the ones that you don’t
use.

And I’m not talking radio in the sense of music.
Each of your phone’s wireless functions uses a
‘radio’ to connect. If you are not using them, turn
off your Bluetooth, GPS, WiFi & NFC. If you don’t
want to take or make a call, turn off all cellular 7. Disable push notifications. Where you can,
radios by selecting ‘Airplane Mode’.
change your push notifications to manual, i.e.
pull down the messages when you need to.
3. Turn it down! If your phone is always beeping
Alternatively, reduce the frequency of the push
and ringing, try reducing the volume on key
notifications. Also consider setting your app
alerts and ringtones, and disable the sound on
updates to manual, and only update them if you
others. You can also turn off vibration and haptic
use them.
feedback. Turn off unnecessary alerts – it will
stop you from checking your phone so often and 8. Lock your screen when you’re not using your
lighting up the screen.
smartphone. If you rely on the autolock/timeout
function to lock it for you, reduce the delay time.
4. Use WiFi instead of cellular data to access
online content. WiFi has been proven to be 9. Use the correct charger for your device. More
better on battery life, and there are plenty of free and more devices are using the same micro USB
hotspots to access when you’re out and about. connector for charging, and many chargers
appear to be interchangeable, but this is not
5. Update your phone software. It’s not always
always the case. If you ask a manufacturer, they
about the latest features and functionality. More
will always advise you to use the OEM charger
often than not, your phone’s software update (or
for your phone.
firmware update, as it is sometimes called) may
include any number of fixes and updates that will
make your phone work better, including battery
optimisation.

If you require assistance with any smartphone
issues, or if you’d like to have a chat with
Simon about anything mobile, simply email

theoutsideline@ninetelecom.co.uk

we love business
email theoutsideline@ninetelecom.co.uk for more information

Simon Fort
Mobile Product Marketing Manager
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Driver spotlight
being green - How can Nine help you and your response to the
green agenda?
Business solutions that combine a number of telecommunication products and services from Nine Telecom can help to
reduce your carbon footprint and conserve precious resources.
Burn less fuel

Use less power

Conferencing solutions provide a green
alternative to business travel. A wide
variety of meetings can be conducted
using audio conferencing, which can
include the option of recording the
conference for record keeping. Our IP
Telephony solutions now include video
conferencing from your handset, PC,
Mac, tablet or smartphone, so you can
reduce the need to attend every meeting
in person.

Many organisations choose to store a lot
of information on site and also run large
back-up servers, which require a secure
controlled environment to be maintained,
therefore increasing energy consumption.
Nine Telecom promote managed hosting
or co-location, where your data is stored
in secure, dedicated facilities off-site,
which means a net drop in your carbon
footprint.

Work from home
By allowing staff to work from home
where appropriate, business travel can be
reduced and office resources conserved.
Nine Telecom can provide a solution for
home workers, which includes business
grade broadband connectivity and a
separate phone line, with all charges
appearing on the main bill, so expenses
administration is reduced.
Hosted IP telephony solutions take
this one stage further by allowing the
home worker to be part of the main
phone system, with access to advanced
features, including short code dialling, call
transfer and click to dial directories

Save trees – billing
Nine Telecom produce electronic bills,
which you will access through a secure
web portal, hence avoiding the excessive
use of paper and the need for postage
and transport.

we love business
email theoutsideline@ninetelecom.co.uk for more information
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Unified
Communications
Businesses today communicate using a whole host of tools including landline and mobile telephones,
emails, instant messages, voicemail, video conferencing and web conferencing. When all of these tools
are integrated into a single system, it’s called Unified Communications or UC for short.

voicemail

How will it benefit my business?
Improved communications enable you to deliver more informed, responsive customer service. This will
lead to improved customer satisfaction and advocacy, sales and profitability.

mobile

A common theme from our customers is that their business could benefit from improved internal
communications. By having one single system for all your tools you can reduce bottlenecks and improve
the efficiency of your business.

messaging

Unified Communications enable departments and sites to seamlessly collaborate, regardless of location,
time or device. This allows you to make decisions and progress projects more quickly.
MiCall UC Office offers rich media conferencing that combines voice, data and video. You can use it to
integrate contact centres, multiple departments and sites. It simplifies communications regardless of
location, time or device.

conferencing

Nine Telecom provides two options

landline

MiCall UC Business - Desktop application
• Voice & video calling - make & receive voice and video calls on a PC or mobile.
• Instant messaging and presence - securely send and receive instant messages, hold a group chat,
show a presence and monitor availability of other UC colleagues.
• Contact and feature management - integrates with contacts and calendars in MS Outlook, so if your
colleagues are scheduled to be in a meeting, their presence will automatically be set to reflect their
‘busy’ status.

email

MiCall UC Team – Smartphone application
Includes the above and adds:
• Personal audio conferencing & web collaboration - automatically configures your team with their own
virtual room to hold audio conferences or or web collaboration sessions.
• Personal desktop sharing – your colleagues can share what’s on their screen, for example to host a
presentation. They can even hand over control to their colleague, to allow for simple, easy editing.
There’s also a whiteboard feature to brainstorm ideas together.
If you would like to know more about MiCall, your Account Manager would be happy to help. Just email
hello@ninetelecom.co.uk and we can arrange a meeting or provide more information.

hello!
Would you
prefer to pay by
Direct Debit?

We understand that efficiency is important to you. Did you know that we offer a Direct
Debit facility, which can make things easier for your business? Using the Direct Debit
method to settle invoices eliminates the possibility of missing payment dates as we
would automatically draw the funds from your bank each month on a pre-advised date.
For your peace of mind the Direct Debit Guarantee enables you to approach your bank
for reimbursement of any payments you believe have been made in error. If you would
like to discuss Direct Debit as a payment option, we can arrange for a mandate to be
sent to you. Call 0800 970 299 or email customer.services@ninetelecom.co.uk

we love business
email theoutsideline@ninetelecom.co.uk for more information
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Nine things to consider when
stepping into social media
Creating a social media presence for your business can be daunting.
Some businesses, us included, have shied away from doing anything
in this space. While we are very quiet we are curious. We carried out
research in order to understand what we need to consider; we thought
you might find it useful.

Louise Hamilton
Customer Marketing Manager

1. A strategy

It’s very tempting for businesses to dive straight in and set up a Twitter profile. Social media can’t
be that hard, can it? While this might be appealing and even rewarding at first, it’s best to nail your
strategy up front to get the most out of social media.

2. The voice

Next think about who will be managing your social media profiles. As well as writing and publishing the
updates they will begin to create an identity for your brand.

3. Training

It’s one thing to be the Foursquare Mayor at your local Starbucks and to have 687 friends on Facebook,
social media for business is a totally different game. It requires knowledge and skill. It’s worth investing
in if you want to get it right.

4. Choose where to start

You need to find out which social media channel is best for your business; the easiest way to do this
is to talk to your customers. How do they engage with social media? Where are you most likely to find
them? Your customer-facing staff should be asking these questions. If you have a large client base an
online survey shared via email may be the best approach.

80/20.
Don’t talk
business all
the time.

5. Leverage content

Think about how you can leverage your existing content across multiple channels with minimum effort.
A big trend in 2014 is omni-channel. Businesses need to ensure their presence is seamlessly
connected and social media is a big part of that.

6. Look sharp

As well as providing engaging content it’s important that your social media profile looks the part.
Let’s go with Twitter as an example. Your profile background should reflect your brand and connect
with your identity across all other channels.

7. Listen

Social media isn’t a place where you talk at your customers and prospects. It’s a community where
you can engage, share and listen.

8. Build your community

Building a strong community, which you can listen to and engage with, is the aim of the game. As in
life, creating genuine lasting relationships with people takes time. Start by reaching out and connecting
with existing customers, suppliers, industry experts in your field and warm prospects.

9. Reap the rewards

When social media is done well the benefits will be tangible on the bottom line.

we love business
email theoutsideline@ninetelecom.co.uk for more information
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Celebrating

50 years
of dedicated service
Our colleague, Field Engineer Ray Edwards, celebrated fifty years of
his professional working life in telecommunications this year.
Service Director, James Carroll said “Despite Ray having clocked up fifty years of early starts,
late finishes and frantic dashes around the country, his enthusiasm, energy and positive
attitude would challenge any keen youthful engineer about to embark on their career today.
It appears to know no limits. Ray remains a whirlwind of positivity and good old-fashioned
charm. I feel compelled to embrace all of these attributes every time I see Ray, partly to
acknowledge the difference he makes, partly in the hope it rubs off.
I was delighted to be able to celebrate this remarkable achievement of fifty years alongside
his colleagues and family. Wishing Ray and his family a super day of celebration of a rather
unique milestone and by a uniquely remarkable man”.
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Important changes
to non-geographic
numbers
The government announced that on June 13th 2014
the rules on how companies use non-geographic phone
numbers (such as 084, 087 and 09 numbers) would
change. Customers should not be made to pay extra for
attempting to rectify problems that are not their fault, or for
making an enquiry regarding an existing product or service
they have.
We have provided an overview of these changes along
with guidance and links to useful resources. To receive a
copy just send your name, company name and telephone
number to hello@ninetelecom.co.uk with a subject line of
‘Consumer Rights Directive’.
If you have any questions just contact your Account
Manager, give us a call on 0800 970 2999 or email our
friendly team at customer.services@ninetelecom.co.uk

we love business
email theoutsideline@ninetelecom.co.uk for more information
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Your
communication
systems are the
heartbeat of
your business.

hello

Keeping
in touch

The weather is set to be fair for most in the UK but we have
experienced volatile storm conditions in the past few days and
we’re being told that the threat hasn’t passed.
Thunderstorms pose a huge threat to electrical equipment and
telephony solutions. A lightning strike to your building could spell
disaster for your business. A lightning strike is classed as ‘an act of
god’ or ‘natural causes’, making it difficult to claim compensation in
order to enable your business to get up and running again quickly.

We really want to build a meaningful partnership with
you. We like to keep in touch and need to regularly share
important information relating to your account.
Please help us by providing a name, telephone number
and contact e-mail address for a member of your
Accounts Payable department. If you would prefer that
we send communications relating to your bill to you, or
another department, that’s no problem at all. Just let us
know and we’ll take care of it for you.

By planning ahead, you can set up a contingency plan which
will divert all your incoming calls to appropriate mobile or home
numbers automatically, or in a single click. Your customers won’t be
able to tell that your main office is temporarily out of action.
Read our handy guide on managing risk, or get in touch with our
expert team now. We can help by arranging a call or visit with your
dedicated Account Manager.

Just email the details to hello@ninetelecom.co.uk or call
our friendly Customer Services team on 0800 970 2999

Win a £50 amazon voucher!
To be in with the chance of winning a £50 Amazon voucher, all
you have to do is complete this wordsearch.
Please scan your entry and email it by 31st August 2014 to

theoutsideline@ninetelecom.co.uk
Don’t forget to include your name, company and telephone
number. The lucky winner will be chosen at random from all
correct entries and notifed by email or telephone.

HELLO
NINETELECOM
ENTHUSIASM
PARTNERS
SUPPORT
DRIVERS
LISTENERS
RELATIONSHIPS
COMMUNICATIONS

win me

we love business
email theoutsideline@ninetelecom.co.uk for more information
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The competition is not open to employees of Nine Group and the judges’ decision will be final.

